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November 8, 2018 
 

Ellen Peterson-Lewis 
622 Greenwich St., #3D 
New York, NY  10014 
 
Dear Ellen: 

You are precious.  We haven’t told you that often enough, though you have never missed an 
opportunity to let us know our importance.  Seven years ago VID honored you for your 
“lifetime of community activism and enduring love of the Village,” but we feel the need to 
refresh our admiration. 

You are a dutiful, devoted supporter of progressive agendas, elected aspirants and leaders – 
personally and through Village Independent Democrats.   

Your many years of service to VID include decades on the Executive Committee, elected 
office, campaigns, and most generous financial support.  You have been ever-present for 
petitioning, campaigning, demonstrating…when it has been easy and when it has not. 

It was your funding and forceful advocacy that gave VID a contemporary website and social 
media presence at a time when membership and funds pointed toward extinction.  Today, 
membership has never been higher nor has VID been more followed.  This year we have 
attracted over 174,000 visitors viewing 1.69 million pages.  You gave us the platform for 
VID to do its work and spread its words. 

You have led the fight for our environmental stability, from development along the Hudson, 
to pipelines from New Jersey into high population areas of New York City.  Your extremely 
well documented draft legislations and testimonies on excessive pollution, sound levels, 
toxic abatements have fashioned a new level of standards in construction and development. 
You have devoted years of service to the CB#2 Environmental Committee. 

You were the driving force and principle funder of “Our Streets Our Lives,” which secured 
NYC legislation to ban loudspeakers on open tour buses and later to alter the routes they 
took through residential neighborhoods. 

You have championed the West Village Houses protecting them from storm damage; you 
have served the Board of Friends of LaGuardia preserving their Gardens and its iconic 
statue; you generously supported medical science at the Weill Cornell Medical Center. 
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